In a recent series of papers, 1 Straneo has introduced into Riemannian space-time a teleparallelism defined by an asymmetric connection, and in this manner attempted to develop a unified theory of gravitation and electricity. The essential idea underlying his work is, therefore, similar to that of the Einstein-Mayer theory of 1929-31. In this paper, it is shown that the field equations proposed by Straneo have only a limited number of solutions. Thus they cannot be the correct field equations for a general electromagnetic field. There are in fact three distinct solutions, one the Galilean world, one the Einstein cylindrical world, while the other does not appear to be any well known space-time. §1 .
SUMMARY OF STRANEO'S THEORY.
This section contains the essence of Straneo's theory. His notation, though not the mode of presentation is preserved.
In a Riemannian space-time of four dimensions with the metric* ds 2 = g^ dx» dx", let \ , (1.1)
where I" I are the Christoffel symbols and £1"^ is the torsion tensor, define the asymmetric connection. The connection is defined to have the following properties: (i) it is a teleparallelism, (ii) its autoparallels are the geodesies of the Riemannian space, (iii) the length of a vector is unchanged by parallel transport, (iv) the angle between any two directions at a point is unchanged when these directions are transferred by this parallel transport to P . G. GORMLEY any other point, so long as the curves along which the vectors have been transferred can be made to coincide with each other by continuous deformation.
The properties (i), (ii), (iii) are quite sufficient to determine this connection which is a generalisation of Clifford parallelism 1 in the elliptic space of three dimensions. It is easily shown that the properties (ii) and (iii) give respectively Q ' * + ^%x = 0, (1.2) O», + flW = 0, (1.3) and hence
Then since the connection (1.1) defines a teleparallelism we have (1.8) Then equations (1.7) become simply
(1.9)
By equations (1.2) (1.3) and (1.8), it is evident that the tensor O, w x is skew in all its suffixes. It is easily proved that / / the Riemann-Christoffel tensor can be expressed in the form (1.9) where the tensor Q. VIJ \ is skew in all its suffixes, and also satisfies the equations (1.8), then the space admits the absolute parallelism defined by (1.1). § 2.
CONSEQUENCES OF THE FIELD EQUATIONS.
Straneo takes the field equations to be (1.6), which are equivalent to (1.9). The torsion tensor D."^ must satisfy the equations (1.8).
Since we are dealing with a space of four dimensions, the skew tensor £2,,^ has only four independent components, while the skew tensor &»*?, p-h a s only one independent component. Thus we havê
where A is a scalar, and € rXlip the tensor which has the value zero when any two of vX/xp are equal, and the value ± \/(-g) according as vX/xp is an even or odd permutation of 0, 1, 2, 3.
If we define a vector i]f-as follows
6 0 x = 6 w Q ( u ( ( r j (2.2) then we have fl^a = e w 0 \ (2.3)
Substituting from (2.1) and (2.3) in (1.8) we have e^p e w + e a^v e T)laA + e af!vfl e ipaX ) = 0.
Then multiplying by e wX and summing for v/xp and X it is readily seen that 4 = 0, (2.4) and hence
Qw,x = 0. (2.5) Thus, by (1.6) and (2.5) we have In the present section it is shown that the space-time for which Straneo's theory is valid are conformally representable on a fiat space-time.
Consider the space with fundamental tensor y^ = e -8 *^, 
2)
On forming the Riemann-Christoffel tensor, remembering that equation (2.10) is satisfied, we find 'R\w = * : » , + K (^ +" -g Xp 4, a r) -8^ (+ x h -g K . & f)
Using equation (2.14) we find that
The F 4 is therefore conformal to a flat space.
By choosing a suitable system of coordinates we can, then, make We now assume that tfi is not a constant and proceed to integrate the equations (2.12). These equations are integrable. The necessary and sufficient condition for this is From equation (2.14) we find that this condition is satisfied identically. Let a = xji a il>°, (4.1)
then by covariant differentiation, we find = 2^^= 0 , by (2.12); hence a is a constant. Equation ( where e a = y aa . But since a -0 we have This is Einstein's cylindrical world in its usual form.. The equation (III) however, exhibits it in a form which is symmetrical in all its coordinates, where we have, too, the advantage that the null geodesies of the manifold are where a 2 + b 2 + c 2 = 1. In this coordinate system we find from (5.4) that tf> = -it/R.
